ENHANCE YOUR WAREHOUSE EXPERIENCE

Warehouses and distribution centers (DCs) have expanded with the increase in the amount and selection of goods available across the country. Requirements for factories and wider distribution of perishable goods have driven regional distribution centers (RDCs) to service factories and consumers.
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SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR SPACE

A
Peloton™
High Performance Highbay
The Peloton offers extensive lumen packages, best-in-class efficacy, and long-life for low total cost of ownership and integrated NX Distributed Intelligence™ lighting control options. Perfect for warehouses, gymnasiums and light industrial applications, the Peloton is your high efficacy, long-life solution.
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B
CRN
Wet Location Highbay
The CRN is an efficient wet location high bay suitable for a variety of areas including warehouses, gyms, covered outdoor areas, garden centers and mezzanines.
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C
CSL
LED Striplight
The CSL LED striplight brings together an economical price point and high performance available in 4’ and 8’ lengths.
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D
Ratio
Area/site, Roadway, Retail & Security Lighting
With a new spin on a classic rectilinear form, Ratio brings the traditional shoebox aesthetic into the next generation of LED lighting. Ratio features a dense optical array which provides reduced pixilation and increased visual comfort without compromising performance. Designed for sustained, long-term performance with advanced thermal management, an elegantly simple heat sink, and industry leading surge protection.
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E
Dynamo
Industrial LED Emergency Light
The Dynamo DYN Series is a highly versatile superior lumen output, industrial application emergency lighting unit, designed to provide a minimum of 90 minutes illumination when primary power is lost. Options include NEMA, C1D2, C2D1 hazardous and up to 80’ spacing. Robust, corrosion resistant housing.
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F
SLK
LED Troffer Conversion Kit
The SLK is a retrofit door kit with a contemporary appearance and LED efficacy.
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